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Zombie Escape will test your reaction times and patience since there are many things to be done quickly, during the rounds. There are boxes that you can
destroy to get resources or hiding spots. There are also boxes that will spawn hellhounds and other special zombies such as the Super Zombie (which has a

very special move). Vehicles, skeletons and a special magma explosion at the end of a round give the map an edge. Zombie Escape also provides a
multiplayer interface. You can chat with the other players, invite friends and even send them to your area. You can also view some other important

information regarding the map or start a game. Even better, there are no level caps, so players can try to escape as many times as they want until they die. If
you were thinking, "That's it, it's already dead" you should probably leave, too, because this game is kind of exhausting. Once you fall, you're doomed, even if
you're a zombie. This is a game that is designed to challenge players, not one that is meant for a short, easy playthrough. But if you're playing with a couple
friends, this is the perfect training opportunity! All I'm saying is, this was the first game I could really lose it in. The first time I completed it with someone, I

was like, "Okay, lets try this again, I'm ready." And I was NOT ready. I was a zombie and I didn't even see the second player! The game's personality starts to
shine in the multiplayer, and zombie A.D.D. begins to take over.
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